Medserve is a secure, wall-mounted medication management system that enhances nurse efficiency and patient care. It electronically secures and organizes medications near patient care areas, improving medication workflow and security.

+ Prevent drug diversion
+ Track access by user and medication
+ Solve compliance challenges
+ Make meds readily available

Secure
- Individually locking bins separate meds
- Double locking of controlled substances

Simple
- Intuitive touchscreen interface
- Quick access to meds with automatic logging

Safe
- Enables compliant use of multi-dose vials
- Complies with DEA, ADA, CDC, NFPA and Joint Commission Standards
Specifications
21.5 x 31.3 x 4 inches
Storage capacity = 1025 in³ expandable with accessory cabinet
Unit weight = 40 Lbs.
Simple mounting with included wall anchors
Ready to use out of the box

Adaptable Platform: customize medserve to fit your workflow

Central Management Software (included)
Manage multiple cabinets from a PC.
Download and aggregate user logs.

Double Locking Bins
Locked by electronic lock and secondary key lock. Can be placed anywhere in the cabinet.

Accessory Storage Cabinet
Large cabinet for bulk storage of medications. Controlled by medserve with integrated tracking.

RFID Reader
Staff can use their existing ID badges to log into medserve for faster access.

Extra Cassettes
Extra cassettes can be used to pre-fill and quickly swap medications into medserve.

Transfer Cart
Secure and efficient transport of eight medserve cassettes at a time.